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What makes people drawn towards each other? It starts with setting  
the scene for an informal exchange. With the Palette lounge table by 
Jaime Hayon, the merging of diverse shapes, sizes, colours and materials  
is almost a metaphor for bringing different people together to connect  
– over a table that makes even large spaces feel more intimate.

Adding to the cohesive effect of the design is the choice of elegant 
materials, such as the option of walnut or black ash together with black 
marble and brass. A compelling mix of the warmth of wood, the natural 
pattern and regal appeal of marble and the satin polished brass. Materials 
that both contrast and compliment each other in a table that instantly 
signals exclusivity.

With the Palette series, Hayon has succeeded in creating a harmonious 
concept of connectivity – both in terms of the design and the opportunity 
for people to connect with each other. The lounge version expands this 
opportunity to an array of interiors where intimacy is everything.

Category Lounge table

Production process The base is made from welded and powder coated steel 
tubes. The table tops are made from laser cut satin 
polished brass, polished marble and lacquered veneer.

Environment Indoor

Material Brass, Rosso Levanto marble, lacquered ash veneer, 
Nero Marquina marble, lacquered walnut veneer

Dimensions (cm/in) H: 57cm/22.4in, W: 54.9cm/21.6in, D: 66.3cm/26in

Weight (kg) 16 kg

Colours Brass, Rosso Levanto marble, blue lacquered ash
 Brass, Nero Marquina marble, lacquered walnut

Gliders	 The	Palette	tables	are	fitted	with	plastic	gliders.

Cleaning instructions Please download our material Care & Cleaning 
 Instructions through www.andtradition.com

Package dimensions (cm/in) H: 60cm/23.6in, D: 58cm/22.8in, L: 70cm/27.6in 

57cm
 / 22.4 in

66.3cm / 26in

54.9cm / 21.6in



PRODUCT COLOUR

Rosso Levanto marble, 
blue lacquered ash & brass

Nero Marquina marble, 
lacquered walnut & brass


